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WE ARE ALL BIASED
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WE ARE ALL 

BIASED

We take over 

80% of our 

decisions 

unconsciously 

and many of 

them are based 

on bias or 

introduce bias



BIAS

Inclination or 
prejudice for or 

against one 
person or 

group, 
especially in a 

way considered 
to be unfair.

UNCONSCIOUS BIAS

Bias that happens automatically, 
is outside of our control and is 
triggered by our brain making 
quick judgments and 
assessments of people and 
situations, influenced by our 
background, cultural environment
and personal experiences.
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QUEEN BEE



Queen B effect

QUEEN BEE



QUEEN BEE 

SYNDROME

Women of 

authority tend to 

be harder on 

subordinates 

when they are 

female
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WE ARE ALL BIASED

AND OUR DATA IS 
BIASED
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ADOPTING AI IN A

WORLD OF 

DATA AND PEOPLE
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Let’s hijack 

our brain and 

introduce an 

artificial one

And eliminate 

the bias
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EXAMPLE

detecting and classifying people in images
Input: image

Output: woman / man / other

woman
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detecting and classifying people in images
Input: image

Output: woman / man / other

man
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EXAMPLE

detecting and classifying people in images
Input: image

Output: woman / man / other

man

woman man

woman

woman



woman

Bias in the 

data got 

amplified by 

the AI 

model

Men classified 

wrongly as 

women when in 

the kitchen











Could you share with me a 
copy of the review checklist the 
architecture team used to 
ensure that our AI models are 
not racist or sexist?
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Need data to feed the 

model

✓ Data can be biased

✓ Data labelers can be 

biased

✓ Engineers can be 

biased

✓ Need processes and 

policies

✓ Need quality assurance

✓ Need a diverse set of 

people

AI is not just an R&D 

topic
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THE TIMES THEY ARE A 
CHANGIN’
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The Y 

chromosome is 

fading away

Are men 

disappearing? 
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By 2025-2030 sole-parent families 
could reach between 30-40% of all 

families with children



The US white majority will 
disappear by 2044



Millennials seek 

companies with 

a purpose

Millennials will be 

75% of the 

workforce by 2024
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Why would I replace the 

sky? Why would I recreate 

that perfect blue? What 

would I change it to?

Avicii 



We want 
every 

workplace to
become 

diverse and 
inclusive.

By giving you 
the insights 
and tools to 
manage your 
diversity 
project.
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DIVERSE
COMPANIES
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E

19% MORE

REVENUE
Boston Consulting Group
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own data
public data

allthingsblue data

past
current
trends

insights
benchmarks
rating

goals
trainings

templates

YOUR DIVERSITY MANAGEMENT TOOL
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ALLTHINGSBLUE TALENT 
REPRESENTATION

corporate level view vs. divisional level view



allthingsblue and 
artificial intelligence

Product

Detecting bias in product 
documentation, dev & testing,…

Brand

Detecting bias in social media, 
news feeds, website, career 
pages,…

Talent

Detecting bias/anomalies in hiring, 
retention, renumeration, promotions,…



TAKEAWAYS

1
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AI is increasingly 
being adopted, 

also for HR

Be aware of data 
bias and the 

(unconscious) 
bias in people

HR has a key 
role to play in 

setting a diversity 
strategy



Come and talk with us | Join our pilot program 

Lida Joly
lida.joly@allthingsblue.eu

CEO allthingsblue

Bart Adams
bart.adams@allthingsblue.eu

CTO allthingsblue
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THANK YOU!
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